
Week One - Tuesday, September 25, 2018 

Old Testament Bible Study


*Pastor Kevin’s Meditations & Contemplations for Week One 

	 - (September 18 - Genesis 1) “God said, ‘Let there be lights in the dome of the 	 	
	   sky to divide the day from the night; let them be for signs, seasons, days, and 	 	
	   years…’” (Genesis 1:14; The Complete Jewish Study Bible; 2016 Hendrickson 		
	   Publishers Marketing, LLC; commentary by David H. Stern):  While Creator is 	 	
	   Creator and creation is creation, all creation points to Creator.  What are some 	 	
	   examples of everything pointing to Creator? 


	 - (September 19 - Genesis 2)  “God blessed the seventh day and separated it as 
	   holy; because on that day God rested from all His work which He had created, 		
	   so that it itself could produce.” (Genesis 2:3 CJSB):  How can it be that doing 	 	
	   nothing is the greatest means of production?


	 - (September 20 - Genesis 3) “When the woman saw that the tree was good for 	 	
	   food, that it had a pleasing appearance and that the tree was desirable for 	 	
	   making one wise, she took some of its fruit and ate.  She also gave some to 	 	
	   her husband, who was with her; and he ate.” (Genesis 3:6 CJSB):  What are 	 	
	   some examples of lust of the flesh, lust of the eyes, and the pride of life?


	 - (September 21 - Genesis 4) And he tells me, “If you are doing what is good, 	 	
	   shouldn’t you hold your head high?  And if you don’t do what is good, sin is 	 	
	   crouching at the door—it wants you, but you can rule over it.” (Genesis 4:7 	 	
	   CJSB):  What is necessary for success to rule over sin?  What is necessary for 		
	   failure to rule over sin?
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	 - (September 22 - Genesis 5) “Lemekh (Lamech) lived 182 years and fathered a 	 	
	   son, whom he called Noach (Noah, ‘restful’); for he said, ‘This one will comfort 		
	   us in our labor, in the hard work we do with our hands [to get what comes] from 
	   the ground that Adonai cursed.’” (Genesis 5:28, 29 CJSB):  How can we, like 	 	
	   Noah, bring rest to this existence of toilsome labor?


	 - (September 23 - Genesis 6) “Adonai saw that the people on earth were very 	 	
	   wicked, that all the imaginings of their hearts were always of evil only.  Adonai 	 	
	   regretted that He had made humankind on the earth; it grieved His heart.  	 	
	   Adonai said, ‘I will wipe out humankind, whom I have created, from the whole 	 	
	   earth; and not only human beings, but animals, creeping things and birds in the 
	   air; for I regret that I ever made them.’  But Noach (Noah) found grace in the 	 	
	   sight of Adonai.” (Genesis 6:5-8 CJSB):  What is the life that finds grace in the 	 	
	   sight of Adonai?


	 - (September 24 - Genesis 7) “God wiped out every living thing on the surface of 
	   the ground—not only human beings, but livestock, creeping animals and birds 		
	   in the air.  They were wiped out from the earth; only Noah was left, along with 	 	
	   those who were with him in the ark.” (Genesis 7:23 CJSB):  What is your 		 	
	   definition of grace and justice?
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